
New MARC 21 Values/Fields: Summary 

MARCH 2003 TAG TABLE CHANGES FOR VOYAGER 2000.1.3 

This document summarizes changes to the LC ILS Tag Tables (LCMARC21) made available in March of 
2003. The new elements and changes to elements come primarily from Update No. 2 (October 2001) to 
the MARC 21 Formats for Bibliographic and Authority data. Two major changes in Update No. 2, the 
definition of a new bibliographic level code “i” for Integrating resources, and revisions to field 260 have 
been deferred until the bibliographic utilities are in a position to accept the value (no earlier than mid-
2003). 

Although these data elements are now valid in the LC ILS, not all of them will be actively supplied in LC 
cataloging (they may occur as “pass through” data elements in records done as copy cataloging). In 
general, this document summarizes the subset of newly available data elements from two aspects: 1) those 
to begin actively supplying; 2) those NOT to supply (those not actively supplied should be considered 
“pass through”data elements). This summary is relevant to general cataloging (all cataloging for the data 
elements NOT to supply). Application of newly available data elements relevant to cataloging done in 
the special format divisions will be determined by staff in those divisions, as will the guidelines for their 
application. 

NOTE: Implementation decisions related to Update No. 3 (October 2002) to the MARC 21 formats are 
currently under negotiation; new elements/practices from Update No. 3 are not to be implemented by LC 
staff until further notice. 

Staff should evaluate any customized templates and/or macros they may have developed to 
determine if these changes have an impact. 

1. Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

CONTROL FIELDS 

Serial 006 : 006/01 (Frequency)--new value: 
k Continuously updated X 

Serial 006 : 006/04 (Type of continuing resource)--
new values: 
d Updating database 
l Updating loose-leaf 
w Updating Web site 

X 
X 
X 

Serial 006 : 006/17 (Entry convention)--new value: 
2 Integrated entry X 

Videorecording 007 : 007/04 (Videorecording 
format)-- new value: 
d X 

VARIABLE FIELDS 

015 National bibliography number (field now 
repeatable) 

X 

015 - National bibliography number--new subfield: 
$2 Source X 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS 

DVD 

-



1. Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

017  - Copyright or legal deposit number– new 
subfield: 
$2 Source X 

041  - Language code (field now repeatable) X 

041  - Language code--define 2nd indicator position 
with values: 
[blank] MARC language code 
7 

X 
X 

041  - Language code--new subfield: 
2 Source of code X 

041  - Language code--change in subfield 
repeatability; the following are now repeatable: 
$a Language code of text/sound track or separate title 
$b Language code of summary or abstract, ... 
$d Language code of sung or spoken text 
$e Language code of librettos 
$f Language code of table of contents 
$g Language code of accompanying materials other 
than librettos 
LC Catalogers: 
(B5 App. 5) 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

043  - Geographic area code--new subfield 
$c ISO code X 

508  - Creation/production credits note--field now 
repeatable 

X 

754  - Added entry--taxonomic identification--new 
subfields: 
$c Taxonomic category 
$d Common or alternative name 
$x Non-public note 
$z Public note 

X 
X 
X 
X 

887  - Non-MARC information field--new field X 

MARC Language Codes--new codes 
ast 
ido Ido 
sma Southern Sami 
smj Lule Sami 
smn Inari Sami 
sms Skolt Sami 
tup Tupi languages 
wln Walloon 

X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

MARC Country Codes--new code 
em East Timor X 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS 

Source specified in $2 

See also the revised DCM B5.10 

Bable 



1. Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

MARC Geographic Area Codes--new GACs 
a-em--- East Timor 
nwaw--- Aruba 
nwbn--- Bonaire 
u-cs--- Coral Sea islands 

X 
X 
X 
X 

2. Actively Supply? 

YES NO 

VARIABLE FIELDS 

043 - Geographic Area Code--new subfield: 
$c ISO code X 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC ELEMENTS 

AUTHORITY ELEMENTS 
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